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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years there seems to be slow but increasing interest

in the study of non-canonical quantum systems mainly in the frame of quantum

mechanics. The interest in this field stems from the observations that it

opens new, uninvestigated up to nov possibilites for theoretical explanation

of certain subnuclear phenomena, which have not be properly understood so far.

Yet, one has to acknowledge, the results in this approach are still modest, more

of a philosophical, purely theoretical interest. They have not reached the

level to propose any convincing explanation, overcoming some of the difficulties

in the contemporary high energy physics.

A common feature of the various approaches to non-canonical quantum

mechanics is the assumption that the position and the momentum operators

i.p Pj) i " l,...,n of the particles do not satisfy the canonical commutation

relations (CCRs)

The main ideas of the nowadays approaches, which fall essentially into three
ll pi

groups, were first formulated and worked out by Schrodinger ', Weyl ' and

Wlgner '. The Schrodinger approach is intensively developed by Barut «t ftl. .

Preserving the essence of the Schrodinger ideas, these authors consider the

Dirac electron as a composite system. The centre of charge of the system x{t)

does not necessarily coincide with the centre of mass ]£(*)• T n e sector

Q(t) = x[t) - X(t) is describing the high oscillation of the charge around the

centre of mass (the Zitterbewegung), Assuming that Qj(t) and their conjugate

momenta P^(t), i " 1,2,3 are non-Canonical operators and more precisely that

they generate under commutation the four-dimensional spinor representation of the

Lie algebra so(3+2) the authors derive the Dirac equation. The spin of the

electron is interpreted as the angular momentum of the relative motion. Other

representations or realizations of so(3+2) or of its other real forms lead to

systems like an H atom or a hadron 5'' '*T'. Enlargements of the algebra

to so(n+2) for n degrees of freedom allow kineniatical description of

composite atoms or hadrons , relativistic oscillator or rotator etc.

The Weyl approach to quantization wus discovered after putting the CCRs

in a mathematicHlly rigorous form '. It is well known that the relations (1.1)

have only one representation in the case of finite or countable number of operators.

This is the infinite-dimensionul Fock representation. OiriCt-, however, the

-2-

(unbounded) operators x., p are not defined everywhere in the f'ook space,

one concludes that [x,,p ] C ih, i.e. the relations (1.1) do not hold in the
J Jt

strict sense. To be rigorous Weyl replaced the CCRs with new, equivalent

(however, no difficulties with the domains) set of relations

It turned out, however, that the form (1.3) of the canonical variables meant

more that a sole mathematical rigour. As Weyl pointed out, one can satisfy

Eqa.11.2) (and this is now a definition for a representation of the position

and the momentum operators) with x,, p acting as hermitian operators in
J k

finite-dimensional spaces. For each i the numbers a., 8, run over a finite
set. In the recent years the Weyl quantization has been successfully developed

9)
by Santhanam, Jagannathan, Tehumnlln and Vasudevan. • Similar id<.>as are worked

out in Refs.(lO) and (11).

hold if and only if the Hamiltonlan equations

The Wigner non-canonical approach originates from a remark of

Ehrenfest • , who observed that (in the Heinsenberg picture), if one assumes

the CCRs (1.1) to be valid, then the Heisenberg equations of motion

(1.3)

(l.lt)

are fulfilled. To come to the generalization, discussed by Wigner , let us

formulate the result of Ehrenfest in the following way. Consider the statements

1) The Heisenberg Eqs.(1.3) hold.

?) The Hamiltonian Eqs.(l.U) hold.

3) The canonical commutation relations (l.l) hold.

1 P\
Then (Ehrenfest ') each one of the first two statements is a consequence or

the other two. Observing this and noting that Eqs.(1.3) and (l.lt) have a mar

immediate physical significance than the CCRs (l.), Wigner asked the question

Is each one from the above statements a consequence of the other two? In an

example of one-dimensional harmonic oscillator he has shown that the answer to

the above question was negative. The CRRs are not a consequence of the

3)
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Harailtonian and the Heisenberg equations. These equations are equivalent for a

much larger class of position and momentum operators (nnd in particular, for

those satisfying the CCRs). The quantum pictures corresponding to such operators

nay turn out to ilso be of interest. The quantum systems corresponding to such

generalized position and momentum q., p., i = !,...,n will be called Wigner

quantum systems. More precisely, by a Winner quantum system (WQF) ve understand

a quantum system with q , p. defined as selfadjoint operators tn such a vay

that the Heisenberg and the Hamiltonian Eqs.(l.3), (I.1*) are equivalent, they

appear as different forms of one and the same equation. Aa we shall also see

in this paper, one can find WQS with position and momentum operators, defined

in a finite-dimensional state space, i.e. also in this case one can consider

finite quantum systems.

One way to construct a WQS is to see the corresponding principle. To

this end consider a classical Hamiltonian

••-,$«} (1.5)

with an even potential UC-^,....-^) = U(q , . . . , q ) , which we assume for

simplicity to be a polynomial of the coordinates. Represent U(q.,...,a ) (in

oneof the several possible ways) as a function of anticommutators (q< ,q ),

i,J • l,..,,n, and replace all p^, q by operators, defined as follows

where

(1.7)

Here and throughout the paper t.n.e.S = ± or ±1; (x.yj » xy - yx and

tx,y) = xy + yx. In this way we obtains a WQS.

The operators (1.7) are known in quantum field theory. They vere

introduced by Green 'as a possible generalization of the statistics of

integer-spin fields and are called para-Bose' operators. Their irreducible

representation!!, corresponding to hermitian position and momentum operators

and a non-degenerate ground state |o^> are infinite-dimensional and are

labelled by one non-negative integer p, the order of the statistics .

Only for p = 1 the position and the momentum operators are canonical. For

definitenens we call the WQSs with operators (1.6) para-Uose' quantum systems

(pBQS).

The non—canonical one-dimenuionul osci l la tor , considered by Wigrier,

vus a \>m$5 with one q and one p. The infini te number of solutions he found

turned to give different representations of the uiwne operators .

recent years some pBQC were studied in Refr>.(l6) and (17).
I n

In the present paper, we consider a model of a Wigner quantum system,

which is not a pBQS, In a two dimensional space we study the behaviour of

two non-relativistic point particles interacting via a harmonic potential.

Such as system in the more rea l is t ic three dimensional space was introduced by

onfiof the authors (T.D.P.) in Ftefs.(15) (hereafter referred to as I) and (18).

The physical properties of this system were investigated for certain, in fact,

very poor class of representations of the position and the momentum operators.

Here we simplify the model, going to a two-dimensional space. On the other

Hind, however, we investigate the physical consequences for a l l irreducible

representations of the underlying algebraic structure.

Mathematically the problem reduces to the determination of the so called

stur representations of the special linear Lie superalgebra (LG) s i ( l , 2 ) .

This LS is generated from the internal positions and momentum operators. I t

does not sppeur as a result of some othr?r physical assumptions. We postulate

i t more on a. logical background. To see where the idea comes from consider

n pairs a . , . . . ^ of Bose' creation and annihilation operators (CAOs) or the

corresponding to them (according to (1 .6) ) , position and momentum operators

q., p i , i = l , . , . , n . Then (Ref.(l5)) the linear span of a^ and their an t i -

commutators {a^.a1?}, i , j = l , . . . , n ; C,n » i , give r ise to one particular

infinite-dimensional representation of the orthosymplectic LG, which in the

Kac notation i s B(O,n). Other representations of b(O,n) lead to
21)different order para-Bose operators . In the same way n paira of Fermi

or para-Fermi operators give r i se to representations of the orthogonal Lie
algebra B . There exints one-to-one correspondence between the

representations of n pairs of para-Bose' (respectively para-Fermi) operators

and the representations of the LS B(0,n) (respectively of the Lie algebra

B , which in the Kac classification belongs to the class of the orthosymplectio

LSs ) . The understanding of the Lie algebraical structure of the canonical

quantum theory and i t s generalization along a parastat is t ics l ine suggests

immediately some new ideas. To th i s end we f i rs t observe that the orthosymplectic

LSs constitute one of the (essentially) four infinite classes of basis Lie super-

algebras A.B.C.D ' , namely the class B. The physical state spaces are

representation spaces of LSs from B. The dynamical variables (in the

canonical and parantatist ical cases) are functions of the generators of LSs

- 5 -



from the class B. This observation 3tates In a natural way the question whether

one can construct quantum systems and in particular WQS with dynamical variables,

vhich are functions of other LSs and in particular of other basic LSs, In the

frame of the quantum field theory (QFT) a positive answer to this question was

given in Refs.(£li), where i t was shown that to every simple class of Lie algebras

one can put in correspondence a field quantization. In case of proper LGs only

the class A, consisting of the special linear LSs, was investigated. In the

frame of the quantum mechanics (QM) we refer to Refs.(l5),(18). The present

paper is also en example of a WQS of the type A. The quantum systems considered

in Refs.(li)-(7) are B type quantum systems. In the final dimensional cases,

Uu-y can be expressed as para-Fermi realizations. Also of this type is the

generalization of the Heinsertberg commutation relations, which in the non-
25)

relativistie limit reduces to the CCRs . An interesting, although in a

somewhat different spir i t , i s the high-energy generalization of the CCRs,

proposed recently by Suavedra and Utreras .

II. A TWO-PARTICLE OSCILLATOR AS A WIGNER QUANTUM SYSTEM

2.1 Formulation of the Problem

We wish to define in a rigorous way a non-canonical Wigner quantum

system in a two-dimensional space with a Haroiltonian

t):
(S.I)

This Hamiltonian corresponds to two non-relativistic point particles with masses

m and m , interacting via a harmonic potential. The requirement that the

oscillator is a quantum system puts certain restrictions on the operators

involved. First of all the radius-vectors of the particles r̂  = (x^,yj),

the corresponding momenta and, more generally, any dynamical variable F have

to be defined as self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space, which is the physical

state space. Second, the Hamiltonian and the total momentum P = £,+ £„

should be infinitesimal generators of the unitary groups of time and space

translations

(2.2)

-6-

respectively. Therefore, in the lleisenherg picture (which we shall use) the

time evolution of any observable F is governed by the Heisenberg equation of

motion

(2.3)

In particular.

We require, moreover, the oscillator to be a Wigner quantum system, i.e. the

Hamiltonian should also hold,

(2.5)

Introduce the centre of mass (CM) coordinates

-
(2.6)

and let u = m, + m,, and m be the total and the reduced masses, P = p + p^

and P be the total and the internal(the conjugate to r) momentum, respectively, (

r = | r — r^|. The Hamiltonian is a sum of the CM Hamiltonian H M and the ',

internal Hamiltonian H,

Htot

where

M&IA ~ ~Z > "
g

Similarly, the angular momentum splits, •* +

one has

Heisenberg equations

(2.7)

(2.8)

+ M. In these notation

(2.9)
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Hamiltonian equations

(2.11)

p_ = £/ra

Following I , ve assume f i rs t that the centre of mass variables It and j ^

commute with the internal variables T_ and £. Second, we postulate that

I? and P satisfy the CCRs ( l . l ) . Then we are lef t with the Heisenberg

Eqs.(2.13) and the Hamiltonian Eqs,(2.ll») for the internal £ and p_

(3.13)

r = (2. lit)

3) and (2.ll4) are compatible i f at any time

[H, /),] = ikmio'r, ,

(£.15)

These equations have necessarily to be fulfilled, if one wants the oscillator

to be a Uigner quantum system.

2.2 Lie Superalgebraical Realization

We now proceed to establish a realisation of the internal variables

in terms of the generators of the Lie superalgebra 3)1(1,2). This realization

will satisfy the requirements (2,15) for the system to be a WQS. It is,

however, by no means the most general one. One can study realizations with

generators of other Lie algebras or Lie Euperalgebras. Nevertheless, ve

shall see that the st(l,?)-realization leads to infinitely many non-equivalent

Wlgner quantum systems.

To begin with we recall the definition of the special linear Lie super-

algebra sl(l,?). Let C, , A,b = 0,1,2 be u 3 x 3 matrix with 1 on the
t h + h

A row and B column and zero elsewhere. Then s£(l,2) is the linear span
of the odd generators

-a-

V- (2.161

and all their anticommutators

(2.17)

The matrices E , i,J = 1,2 constitute a basis in the even subalgebra, which

is isomorphie to the Lie algebra gJt,(2), The product [ , J on sl(l,2) is

defined in terms of commutators or anticommutators

[ a,b J = ab - (-l)o (2.18)

where a and h are any two homogeneous elements of degree a and 6,

respectively. Using the relation

*tt 4 W " SBC 6AD (2'19>

and the defining relations (2.15)-(2.17), one easily derives the (anti)-commutation

relations in si(l,2)

(2.20)

We now give the following realization of the internal coordinates and

momenta*

(2.21)



The inverse relations read

In terms of these generators one obtains the following expressions for the

internal Hamiltonian H and the compatibility conditions (2.15) ;

H == wn(Eu

' -Ua> ' L*.

(2.22)

(2.23)

From the st(l,2) (anti)-commutation relations (2.20) one immediately concludes

that Eqs.(2.23) hold. We recall, hovever, that our considerations are in

the Heisenberg picture. The position and the momentum operators and, hence,

also the generators of sit(l,2) (considered as dynamical variables) depend on

time. The Heisenberg Eqs.(2.13) and the Hamiltonian Eqg.(2.23) hold at any

time, i.e. if they are fulfilled as equal time commutation relations. One

easily checks that this is also the case. To show it we observe that in terms

of the generators the Hamiltonian Eqs.(2.110 read

(2.2U)

Hence

(2.25)

Inserting this solution in (2.20) we see that the (anti)-commutation relations

of si(l,2) can be considered as equal time relations. Hence, also (2.23)

hold at any time. Observe that the even generators and, therefore, all

gl(3) subalgebra is time independent. In particular the Hamiltonian (as

it should be) does not depend on time.

To turn the two particle oscillator into a quantum system it remains

to determine the physical state space of the system as a Hilbert space V and

-10-

to represent the position and the momentum operators as self-adjoint operators

In V. The relations between r^ and p , which have to hold in any state

space, follows from (2.20). The tbrne linear relutions from (2.20) read

(2.26)

For the anticonmutation relations in (2.20) one obtains

(2.27)

The relations (2.26) and {.?.;•'[) should not be considered as a minimal set. Some

of them are dependent (in view of the third relation (2.27), for instance, the

first i.vo and the last two relations In (2.26) are equivalent. Of particular

interest is the last relation (2.27) If I = J = 1,2. Then

-11-



7m

In the classical ease these equations have no bound state solutions. He shall

see that in the quantum case the behaviour or the particles is different. In

view of all constraints (2.26),(2.27) the spectrum of the internal oscillator is

discrete and even finite.

Similar as in Refs.(M,(5) and (25), also in our case the internal

coordinates do not cogmute with each other,

[î .r,,] 4 o, [p rp 2] f n

Indeed, if [r-,r_] - 0, then the right-hand side of (jp.Pfm) would have been

equal to zero,

Eqs.(2.26) and (2.27) are equivalent to the (anti)commutation relations

(2.20), defining the Lie superalgebra sU(l,2). Therefore, thf problem to

determine all operators p. and r ^ which satisfy (2.26),(2.21) means that

one has to consider all representations of sl(l,2). The requirement that r.

and p. are self-ajoint operators puts certain limitations. To show this

ire observe that (A denotes the adjoint to the A operator) the condition

i = 1,2

holds if and only if

(2.28)

As a consequence or (2.28) one has for the even generators

(E.,) + = E.. (2.29)

i.e. the representations of the real form U(2) have to he antihermitian. As

is well-knwon all such irreducible representations are finite-dimensional.

Let V be a physical state ^pace of the (internal) oscillator. For

physical reasons we assume thnt the energy spectrum is bounded from below.

Let | E n ^ be a ntate corresponding to the ground enerRy F!n,

-12-

= VilEo>

Then (see (2.23))

(2.30)

(2.31)

and, therefore.

(2.32)

In order to proceed further we observe that the representations of
27)

0Jl(l,2) for which (2.28) holds are star representations . An important.

feature of the star representations is that they are always completely reducible.

Let V be an irreducible sl(l,2) representation space and U he the alpebra

of all polynomials of the s£(l,2) generators. Then the irredueihility of

V implies that for any [x^ £ V and in particular for [EA £ V

U|E0> = V (2.33)

Using the structure relations (2.20), one can represent any element u £ U as

a linear combinations of ordered monomials of the si(l,2) generators (Poinearc'-

Birkhoff-Witt theorem ')

Since U n k )
2 • i {Jtn. ,Jt } = 0 and , ' * k n )

2 = 0, in (2.3*4} 6 .e^n.-n, = 0,1,

whereas n- are any non-negative integers, n, . fe ̂-+" ^" v^ e w °^ (?-32) frorr

(?,3M one concludes that

where J denotes all polynomials of the even ppnrrntors. Clearly. y

is an irreducible finite-dimensionnl representation space for g£(2).

the spac e

(2.35)

Therefore,

-13-



is also finite-dimensional. We rnme to an important conclusion: the state space

V of the internal variables of the oscillator is finite-dimensional irreducible

representation space of the Lie superalfjebra st(l,?). Hence, in order to

determine the possible physical state spaces, it suffices to consider only the

finite-dimensional irreducible representations of slt(l,2) and subsequently

select those, for which the star condition (2.2fl) holds. All finite-dimensional

irreducible representations of sl(l,?) are known. They have been constructed

in Ref.{28). In the next subsection ve write them down in a Gel'fsnd-Zetlin

basfs

2.3

29)

Finite-Dimensional Irreducible Representations of st(l.2) 29)

Everywhere in the rest of the paper by a representation we understand

a finite-dimensional representation. The irreducible representations (iRs) of

st(l,2) ore labelled with all complex pairs [nt ,,m2-,] such that mio-"p3 a r*

non-negative integers. An orthormed basis in the s£(l,2) representation space

(= st(l,2) module) W d m ^ . m ^ i is given with all possible Gel'fand Zetlin

patterns, I.e. with all possible complex tables

(2.37)

such that (Z + = all non-negative Integers)

1.

3. If Wa,K-i

(2.38)

Let

t 5" • ?,

kx \iO

-111-

The transformation of ttie CJcl'fand-Z»tl in basis (<7Z bnsis) under the action

of the generators rends (k = 1.3)

it.r\I( V .v,

4-4

OK ij-i.1 + $iK- lit -£«

As in the case of the simple Lie superalgebras (the LS sl(l,3) is also

simple) the rows, labellinp. the GZ pattern (P.37) have well defined meaning.

The second row [m,,,,m ] indicates thnt (2-37) is a vector from the gl{2)

irreducible rcprer.rntation subspuce from the RJt(?) ireddueible representation

-15-



subspace V( [m .m,,.,}) C W( [m .m^]) is the decomposition st(l ,2) ̂  gl(2) .

The third row label m , indicates that the pattern belongs to tlie gi(l)

irreducible subspace of V([m12,m pi) in the decomposition gl(2) 3 gl(l).

In view of the second condition in (2.3B), the space Vilm^m^)) decomposes

into a direct sum of no more than four gt(2) irreducible subspaces V([m

More precisely.

(2.U1)

The terms in the above sum, which do not satisfy the conditions (2.38) have to

be replaced by zero,

condition in (2.38)

i.e.

For instance, if m „ = 0, then according to the third

m 2 2 and, therefore, V( [0,m23--l]) = V( [-l.m^-l]) = 0,

Wllo,wH V(lo, wa-

Similarly,

(2.1(3)

The representations (2.k?) and (2.1(3), corresponding to nu, = 0 and m,,, 1,

respectively are exceptional in a certain sense. Only for these t«o clashes

or representations the space U([m ,,mo.,]) is always a sum of no more than two
23)

gt{2) irreducible subspacea. In the Kac terminology these representations

are called non-typical; all other representations are typical.

2.h Spectrum and Eigenstates of the Physical Observables

Denote by ( , ) the scalar product in W( [m ^.nu.,]) corresponding to

the orthor.ormed GZ basis. It is a simple task to cheek that for any two

vectors x,y t W{ [m .m ]) tl.e relation

(2.1(1.)

-1C-

holds if and only if us,,-, is real and m_, J 1. Tt. is slightly more difficult
'30)to prove thflt one cannot enlarge this class oi' the star representations by

change of the metric in W([m ̂ .m Thus, t h p internal position and the

momentum operators (and hence, also the initial r. , T V I K .Jig) are hermitian

operators only in those st(l,2) modules for which m^ > 1. In other

words, the two particle oscillator, corresponding to the Hamilton!an (£.1)

is a Wigner quantum nystem only in the si(l,2) irreducible representation

spaces

(2.1*5)

For derinitpnens we call, the representations, corresponding to (2.1*5), physical

representations. This class resolves into three subclasses, describing

essentially different physical systems:

A. Non-typical representations with m., m = 1;

B. Typical representations with m ., = m

C. Typical representations with m 1 , > m , > 1.

2 2
We shall determine the spectrum of H, £, £ and M in each of these

cases. Denote by

= E11 E22" * " !<r:il " E''22'
(2.1(6)

The operator e* is the central element (= the first order i":n:imLr operator) of

Bt(2). Or, eac-h ge(2) irreducible subspaee V( [m12,m?3]) C w( [iiiĵ .̂m̂ ]̂)

(as one can a] uo see from (2.1(0) it is a constant. The second operator f.

labels the GZ basis vectors within each V((m ,m ]). From (2.20) and (2.21)

one easily derives that (we put a caret over the operators; A denotes an

eigenvalue of A)

ta
W - lot

A

P =

A -- d i,

(2.U7)

-1.T-



Clearly, all operators commute. Moreover, in the 02 bashi (2.37) they are

diagonal (see (L'.to))
H = uifi , r . = —
min m m [nu J M = -fi.fi (2.53)

According to (2.Ii2) W( [m ,,1]) is a direct sun of two gl(?)

irreducible subspaces V( [<s,.,,9]), 8 = 0,1. Therefore,

The operators li, P = (r_ ) , p =
(2.50)

have two different eigenvalues

The anpulnr momentum takes simultaneously 2 m ,+1 different integer

and half-integpr values

(2.53)

B. The class m , = m__ > 1

F;ach sl(l,2) module W([m.,,m ]) is a direct sum of three R

irreducible representation spaces

9

All these spaces tire four dimenstional (1+2+1). The operators H, r, p

have three different eigenvalues (k = 0,1,2)

(2.55)

The eigenvalues I of I are

l-.

The representation space from this class, carrying a minimal energy H . )
m i n I,

(respectively r . and P i ) is W([2,2]). The corresponding to their statn
min min

Is 1, with eigenvalues

(2.57)

The sl(l,2) module from this class, corresponding to the minimal energy H .

and, hence, to the minimnl distance between the particles r . , is W([l,l]).
1 i N. rain

The corresponding 1, 0 J' span a hnsin in the two dimensional

irreducible subspace Vf|l,o]). Their eigenvalues nr

C. The class m^ > m^, > 1

In t h i s case every V([m ,m ]) is a d i r ec t ",IBH of four non-zero sub-

spaces V([m1?.m,J?]) (sc(! (P . l i l ) ) . The spectrum of II, f and p consis ts

of th ree differ, tit po in t s (k = 0 ,1 ,?)
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For I one has

I?-" <?,/, (2.59)

The spectrum of H, r, p and i is not simple. In all cases the eigenspaces

of t are of dimension one or two. The subspace V(f2,l]) of W([3,2])

<"orr«'SfX)iidE to the minim.-il values oi' M, r .irirt })

I-L = 3tt'tl V J-M-Y* » -I*. * & ' (2-60)

The angular momentum of the minimal energy states takes values

-1 fan - Wtt) i / * | K , - <*'») ' '2-61 >
Comparing the exprestsions (2.53), (2.57) and (2.61), we conclude that the

nearest allowed distance between the particles is reached, if the state space

is W([l,l|). The subspace V(El,0])C W([l,ll) is an eigenspace of H, r

and p, corresponding to the absolute minimum of H, r and p

(2.6?)

We see that in all cases the particles are bound to each other. Since

[ft,r2] = 0, the distance r between them is preservi.-d in time. The position,

however, of any one of the constituents cannot lie localized, since the coordinates

do not commute. The particles are moving in a plane as the ends of a stick.

T!.e later Is rotating around the centre or tli« mass, however, its orientation

in the plane cannot be localized. Th'! particles are smeared with a certain

probability on a circumference, which centrum is the CM of the system. In the

limit -Ti * 0 also r •* 0, H + 0 and p + 0. Therefore, in the classical

limit the composite system collapses into a point, which moves as o free classical

point particle with a mass m^ + m ? together with the centre of the mass.

-2o-

III. CONCLUDING RKMARKC

Apnrt from the general axioms, which have to isc satisfied by any quantum

system, following Winner and having also in mind the canonical quantum mechanic:-,

we have demanded that (in the Heisenberg picture) the position and the momentum

operators of the particles involved should satisfy the equations of motion of

the classical mechanics. This is the point at which the main difference occurr.

between the Wigner approach, accepted in Refs.{15)-(17) and also in the present

paper, and the other related non-canonical approaches, mentioned in the

Introduction. In a case of Wigner quantum systems one can consider the

particles involved as real Quantum objects, discuss their masses (the equation

p= m£ holds), the forces (m¥ = - jr also holds) etc. At the same time, tho

compatibility equations (2.1^) put strong limitations on the possible choice of

the position and the momentum operators r. and p., respectively. It may

even happen that the Hamiltonian and the Heisenberg equations are not compatible,

for certain potentials, i.e. the operators r. and p. do not exist. On the

other hand, the example we have considered allows the existence of infinitely

many non-equivalent WQG.

We have chosen the Lie superalgebra s!(l,<?) = A(0,l) because in the
On)

Kac classification of the basic LSs it is the nearest neighbour to the

canonical LS of the oscillator, which is the orthosymplectic algebra B(0,2).

Moreover, the representations of s£(l,2) are known. One may also construct

Wigner quantum systems (in a two- or in a three-dimensional space) with

internal variables generating basic LSs from the classes C and D or some

of the exceptional LSs. One may go over to consider also some of the st.an^e

or the Cartan simple LSs. Jiot much is known, however, about the representations

of these LSs and this is the main difficulty which one will encounter when

dealing with them.

If one abandons the requirement of the system to be a Wigner one and

goes to general quantum systems, the "reedom is much larger. Even in the

frame of st(l,2) (or s£(l,3) in the three-dimensional space ) one can

consider other interactions between the particles. Another approach is to

assume that the coordinates and t.lir momenta generate Lie nlKoi.ras • ^ n this way

one considers relativistic models of composite systems

and rotator , etc.

relativiatic oscillator

Our next step will be to come back to the two particles oscillator in a

three-dimensional space and to study its properties in the frame of all finite-

irreducible representations of the LS si(l,3), which are by now

'

covariant approach to the ideas of Wigner, considered in I and in this paper.
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